
Q & A #1 for the Hyperconverged Infrastructure Solution RFP 

 
Here are answers to some questions about the Hyperconverged Infrastructure Solution RFP. 
  

Q: How many virtual machines will need to be migrated by professional services? We already 
have their gross requirements, and we’ll assume all of that will be migrated, but it will be 

very helpful to know more about individual servers. According to the attached image, it looks 
like they only have four servers. So are we just needing to perform a physical to virtual (P2V) 

migration of these hosts? FYI, it is not best practices to P2V a mail server, so this would only 
be a migration for 3 hosts. If that is the case, [the vendor] would need to supplementary 

services to do a mail server rebuild on [suggested] platform. 
 

A: We have 46 Virtual servers. No physical-to-virtual migration is needed. 
  

Q: How much growth needs to be built in? We won’t be able to hit the exact requirements on 
the number, so they are going to get a little cushion regardless. It would be good to have a 
growth number to shoot for though. 

  
A: We’d like to see 15% to 20% per year allocated for growth. 

  
Q: Within the lifecycle of [suggested] platform, do they anticipate rolling out any VDI or other 

high performance applications?  
  

A: Yes - we anticipate exploring VDI technology in our environment in the future. 
  
Q: Is 208v power available? Do they have at least 2 rack units of space in a four post rack 
available?  
  
A: Yes - 208v power is available. Yes, we have plenty of rack space. 
  
Q: They listed 10Gb/s as a requirement. I’d like to know what connector type they are 
expecting? 10Gbase-T or SFP+? If SFP+, will they supply the cables? 

  
A: Cables need to be supplied. They need to be 10G SFP+ optical cables (10 meters long). 

  
Q: And I’m still a little confused about the [vendor] assessment data points vs. what is listed 
in the RFP. The RFP states they have 23TB of data, 5 servers with 512GB of RAM total and 10 
sockets of vSphere licensing. The [vendor] assessment again states there are four servers with 
~2.3TB of data. The RFP references a ‘PerformanceMetricsforRFP.pdf’ document. I’d like to 
get my hands on that please. 

 
A: PerformanceMetricsforRFP.pdf should be PerformanceMetricsforRFP.xlsx, and can be found 
at https://tscpl.org/about/request-for-proposals 

https://tscpl.org/about/request-for-proposals


Q: How many people will need training? 

 
A: Two 

 
Q: Can you please provide a list of VM’s? (For migration services). 

 
A: These are the VMs we have: 

AirWave 
BidDefender GZ-VA 
Biddefender SVESVA 
Calypso 
DC01 
DC02 
DHCP-1 
DHCP-2 

MS-MGMT 

REMOTE 
TSCPLARCHP00 

TSCPLCHATP02 
TSCPLCSAMP01 
TSCPLDEEPP02 
TSCPLFILEP03 
TSCPLINSIP00 
TSCPLINSIP01 
TSCPLJANUP03 
TSCPLMAILP01 
TSCPLMINEP00 
TSCPLMSQLP00 

TSCPLMSQLP01 
TSCPLMUSEP00 

TSCPLOPACP01 
TSCPLPOLAD01 

TSCPLPOLAP01 
TSCPLPRINP02 
TSCPLPROXP00 
TSCPLPRGTGP00 
TSCPLPWDCP00 

TSCPLSENSP00 
TSCPLSIP2P00 

TSCPLSIP2P01 
TSCPLSWDCP01 

TSCPLTERMP01 
TSCPLTIMEP00 

TSCPLTOMWP00 



TSCPLVCENP00 

TSCPLVEMSP01 
TSCPLWEBLP03 

TSCPLWEBLP04 
TSCPLXDNSP01 

TSCPLXDNSP03 
WEB01 


